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Knuth Golf’s High Heat Metalwoods Featured In
Colorado Avid Golf’s Holiday Gift Guide
BONITA, CA (December 12, 2016) – The award-winning High Heat metalwoods
from Knuth Golf are featured in this month’s Holiday Gift Guide by Colorado Avid
Golfer magazine.
The magazine editors called High Heat’s products “genuinely some of the best
clubs we’ve ever hit.”
They added: “We gushed over the driver in January 2015 after trying it at the
PGA Show and lauded the
fairway woods and hybrids in
February of this year. Dean
Knuth uses a titanium face, steel
body and silver-based adhesive
to bond the two together, and
somehow manages to create a
combination of feel, sound,
forgiveness and power that we
haven’t found anywhere else.
The fairway woods are available
in 3-wood or 5-wood lofts and
come fitted with Aldila or
Fujikura shafts.”
Colorado Avid Golfer editor Jon Rizzi is a big fan of the Knuth line of metalwoods
overall. His magazine named the High Heat Driver as THE best golf product of 2015.
“Dean Knuth, nicknamed the Pope of Slope for inventing the USGA's Course
Rating and Slope Systems, designed High Heat specifically for amateur golfers
because they have different swing speeds and performance needs than golf pros,”
said Rizzi. “And High Heat out performs the major brands in every way except for
marketing . . . High Heat delivers as advertised."

Rizzi’s magazine is not alone in its praise of the High Heat products, as many
other media outlets have ranked the Knuth Golf products the best in their categories
in recent months. The list includes the media-based International Network of Golf
naming the High Heat Driver as the winner of the 2015 Product Ingenuity category
in its annual Industry Honors awards and as the Conference Best Product at the ING
Spring Conference in May. Many of the media comments are posted on the
KnuthGolf.com website.
Knuth, who spent 16 years as Senior Director at the USGA, designed his
metalwoods specifically for amateurs of all skill levels. The deeper and lower
Center-of-Gravity (CG) makes the High Heat driver, fairway woods and hybrids
easier to hit because the CG angle is nearly 33% larger than the average of the
leading models offered by all major brands.
High Heat’s 3-wood and hybrid are easier to get the ball up in the air. They also
feature a Beta titanium cup face, providing a significantly increased spring-like or
trampoline effect across the entire face for extra distance and increased forgiveness
compared to traditional steel faces, which are in all major brands and over 99
percent of all 3 woods.
At KnuthGolf.com, an online fitting is conducted to properly address the loft for
the driver and which weight and flex is needed for the club shaft for any High Heat
fairway wood or hybrid they purchase.
For more information about Knuth Golf, visit www.knuthgolf.com or call 410353-0446.
ABOUT KNUTH GOLF
Dean Knuth, a former USGA Senior Director, designed High Heat metalwoods
specifically with amateurs in mind. Amateur golfers need clubs that use
discretionary weight to optimize their much different performance needs compared
to Tour pros with 115+ swing speeds who consistently hit on or very near the
center of the face.
Knuth Golf’s High Heat driver, 3 wood and #3 hybrid have been named the best
in their class by several golf media. The company will launch its #4-#7 hybrids and
5 wood at the PGA Merchandise Show in January.

